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Positive Behavior Tip of the Week

Utilizing Reward Systems
Tier 2 Strategy

Why it Helps

The Problem: Students Who do
Not Respond to Punitive
Consequences

Students who are not motivated by
traditional social approval and
reinforcement in the form of good
grades will have an incentive to
motivate them to engage in positive
behavior
Students are able to learn from
peers.

-Students who do not seem to care about their grades.
-Students who receive multiple warnings & detentions.
-Students who do not respond to praise or seem disconnected from the
classroom or school community.

The Solution
-Students often are only rewarded for their academic performance in the
form of grading, but the reward for positive behavior is sometimes
forgotten.
-Having reinforcement for engaging in positive behaviors will increase
those positive behaviors.
-Setting up rewards students can earn (outside class, homework passes, 5
minutes to chat at the end of class, etc.) for specific behaviors will cause
those behaviors to increase.
-Some behaviors you could identify to increase include: on-task
behavior, participation, respectfulness, timeliness, or cell phone in
pocket/backpack behavior.
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Students are able to prompt and
remind each other of expectations
for behavior.
Assesses that students know the
behavioral expectations.
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Utilizing Reward Systems
ClearTier
Expectations
2 Strategy

Everyday Applications:
A teacher writes on the board and
reviews the expectations for class:
•

Vocabulary Sentences

•

Homework Review

•

Group Reading Chapter 4

They say: “If you are able to do
the above without taking out
phones and staying on task, we
will spend the last 10 minutes of
class on the turf.”

A teacher commits to doing
something funny if the students
engage in appropriate behavior for 1
whole month. Some examples
include: wearing an ugly sweater or
silly hat, dying your hair
temporarily, singing or writing a
song or poem about your class, or
wearing a shirt designed by your
students.

Surveys in Google Forms (or
conversations in person!) can help
identify what motivates your
students more:
Tangibles: food & prizes
Social: time with friends
Escape: getting out of work

Some people respond to rewards systems with,

“Isn’t that bribery?! I shouldn’t have to
give them prizes just to get them to
behave!” It’s reinforcement (like how you are

The Slot Machine Game:
Materials: Tickets & Winner Coupons
Procedure: A teacher gives out tickets paired with
appropriate social praise that states the desired behavior
and why it is important (e.g. “Thanks for raising your
hand to say that, Josh, and waiting until I could break to
call on you. That really helps the class stay focused.”)
When the class is wrapping up, the teacher pulls tickets
that were given out (having students listen for the
numbers that are being called & staying focused) and
calls up 3-5 students. Students take turns randomly
picking a from the “Winner Coupons” from a hat or
basket. Some coupons could be “whammies” and others
that are lower effort can be duplicated, while higher
effort prizes could only be entered into the pool once.
Teachers should begin by pulling tickets as often as once
per the end of the period to less frequency (once per week
or biweekly).
Potential Coupons: Homework pass, 5 points on any test
or quiz, 5 minutes free time with a friend, right to be first
out the door, exchange seats with a peer for the period, a
free hamburger from a fast food place (often free to
educators), 5 minute water break pass, or anything else
you think might motivate your students (ask them!)

reinforced with money for coming to work) and
here is how it is different:

What it Looks Like:
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A good reinforcement system also isn’t foreverit’s faded systematically or changed once the
positive behavior is mastered.

